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Preface 

The theory developed in this progress report is pertinent to the pro- 
jects designated by the War Department Liaison Officer as CE-3> and CE-6. 

The original draft of the report was submitted by the author on 
December 18,  19Ul- 

Because of the large demand for copies of this report which was first 
issued in February 19lj2, it has been necessary to reissue it twice — in 
December \9h~i and in February 19ljS>. 

■iniliai distribution of copies. 

Copies No.  1 to 23, inclusive, to the Office of the Secretary of the 
Committee for distribution in the usual manner; 

Copy No.  2li to the Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance, Navy Department 
(Attention: Research and Development Division); 

Copy No,  2$ to the Chief of Engineers, Ifer Department  (Attention: 
Lt. Col.  C.  H.  Chorpening and Lt. Col.  F.   J. Wilson); 

Copy No.  26 to the Chief, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Navy Department 
(Attention: Capt.  C. A.  Trexel); 

Copy No.  27 to the Director, David Taylor Model Basin, Navy Department 
(Attention: Comdr. W.  P.  Roop); 

Copies No.  28 and 29 to the Chief,  Ordnance Department,  TJ.S. Army, 
Frankford Arsenal (Attention: Lt. Col.  L. S. Fletcher), Watertown Arsenal 
(Attention: Col.  Ö,  3.  Ritchie); 

Copy No.  30 to J.  S.  Burchard, Chairman, Section B, Division A; 

Copy No.  31 to H.  P. Robertson, Vice Chairman, Section B, Division A; 

Copy No. 32 to T. von Karman, Consultant, Section B, Division Aj 

Copy No.   33 to F.  Seitz, Member, Section B, Division A; 

Copy No.  3k to J.  B. Wilbur, Member,  Section B, Division A; 

Copy No. 35 to W. M.  Newmark, Consultant,  Section B, Division A; 

Copy No. 36 to L. T. 3. Thompson, U.S.  Naval Proving Ground,1 Dahlgren, 
Virginia. 
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ON THE PROPAGATION OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION IN SOLIDS 

' 

i 

• Abstract 

Although the propagation of plastic deformation or permanent set 
is of fundamental importance for the interpretation of impact and 
penetration problems in which the stresses exceed the elastic limit 
of the bombarded material, the present treatment is perhaps the first 
attempt to compute the stress and strain caused by impact beyond the 
elastic limit.    The method presented may possibly open the way to a 
systematic interpretation of a great many impact and penetration prob- 
lems in which plastic deformations of beams, plates and armor are in- 
volved; and, if the stress-strain relation of the material is known, 
may lead to a prediction of the critical velocity causing rupture. 

The propagation of plastic deformation or permanent set is of funda- 

mental importance for the interpretation of impact phenomena.    If an elastic 

body is hit by an impact load having a xiv^n velocity, the stress distribu- 

tion can be determined by known theories, provided the stressss remain with- 

in the elastic limit of the material. 

In many important applications the stresses are far beyond this limit; 

yet, within the knowledge of the author, no attempt has been made to compute 

the stress and strain caused by impact beyond the elastic limit of the mate- 

rial.    In the present paper^  such a treatment is provided for the simple case 

of longitudinal impact.    Howev>r> this method can be extended to other types 

of sudJen loading. 

Considor a rod or wire extending from x= -co to x"0, and assume that 

the endpoint at x^O is suddenly put in motion with a constant velocity vQ. 

Let the stress-strain relation for the material be giv>r. by a function of the 

form <T-<T(£.) where a is the stress* and £ the strain.    Yfe shall neglect 

stresses that depend on the time-rate of strain; for, w?.th the exception of 

the case of extremely high velocities, such stresses aro small in comparison 

with the stresses that depend on the strain itself.    To be sure, the rolation 

a*er(£) holds only for the first deformation of the material beyond the 

- ■ 

It has been shown that this stress is in raality the apparent, or en- 
gineering, stress and not the trua stress as was originally assumed.    See 
P.  E. Duwez, Preliminary experiments on tho propagation of plastic deforma- 
tion,  I©RC Report A-2UU  (OSRD I.'o.  3207), Feb.   19UU. m 
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elastic limit; in the case of load reversal, another functional relation 

which takes the hysteresis into account has to be used. However, for the 

problem considered in this paper — namely, the initial effect of an im- 

pact load — the stresses <r can be considerjd to bo a Riven, unioue, func- 

tion of the strains £. The lateral contraction of the material — that is, 

the contribution of the lateral contraction to the kinetic energy — is 

neglected in the following calculation. 

VH.th these simplifications, the equation of motion for an element of 

the rod or wire can be written in the form 

dfu m oV s£ 
3t8 f   Sv» (1) 

whore u is the displacement of the element in the longitudinal direction, 

£ is the density of the material and t is tho time.    Since t mt\i/txj So.   (1) 

can also be written in the form— 

■ T sau (2) 
' ets       ox= 

where T["dir/d£j is tho modulus of deformation, elastic or plastic.    The 

quantity T is considered to bo a given function of the strain £[ ■ 3u/=>x]. 

The boundary conditions are u = v0t for x=0, and u"0 for x= co. 

It is oiFily seen that a solution of the form 

u - v0(t ♦ i), (3) 

with an arbitrary value of tho velocity of propagation Vj, satisfLes Eq.   (2) 

and the boundary condition at x■ 0.    For this solution the strain £■ is con- 

stant and is equal to v0/vx. 

A second solution is obtained by putting 

T//> ■ xVt? (I») 

used 
flood 
No.  7, 1*36 (1935). 

f;!8 
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m Since T[=d<r/d£] is a given function of £, EQ.   (h) represents a solution for 

which £[* Bn/sx] is a function only of the variable 4 = x/t. 

Assume £ *f(5)j then the displacement u has the form 

gu 
3X dx = / f (^) dx - t / f ($) d$, 

7-00 
(5) 

-co     J-00 

since dx=td$.  By differentiation one readily obtains 

?t2    t J l*;» 

ax«     t x ^' 

(6) 

and substitution of Eos.   (6) in Sq.   (2) shows that one of the two equations, 

f\* -T (7) 

or 

f*(0 "0, (8) 

must hold.      auatlon (8) leads to the solution expressed by Eq.   (3) whereas 

Sq.   (7) gives the solution of Eq.   (It). 

The complete solution is obtained as follows: 

(a) For x < vjt, the strain I is constant and enual to lx; 

(b) For V]t < x < ct, where £ is the velocity of propagation of the 

elastic wave, 

T(£)  »fi#/#l (9) 

(c) For x > ct, £ ■ 0. 

The distribution of L as a function of ?.[ mx/t] is shown schematically 

in Fig.  1.    The value of T for small values of £ — that is, within the elas- 

tic limit — is equal to E, Young's modulus of elasticity for the material. 

The elastic wave propagates with the V3locity c * \jZ/p.     Between the plastic 

wave front, which is propagated with the velocity vx, and the elastic wave 

front the strain is variable, since every strain-increase from £ to £+d£ 

proceeds with a velocity equal to the specific value of y/fZo corresponding 

to the strain £. 
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The main problem is to determine the velocity vx of the plastic wave 

and the maximum strain £x as a function of the velocity of impact v0. 

Since u(0,t) ■ v0t, it is obvious from Eo.   (5) that 

J-co 
(4) d$. (10) 

It is seen from Fig.  1 that the right-hand member of Eq.   (10) can be written 

in the form 

4df.; 

thus, upon substituting for £ from Eq, (7), Eq. (10) takes the form 

v0 - / 1vTT^Td£.. (11) 

Since T is a given function of E, So. (11) determines ^ as a function 

of v, o- 

If the deformation remains within the elastic limit, T ■ 3=constant, and 
vo" 'i0- £iV^/^ .      Hence the stress <rx[ 'EL-^] is given by 

v03/c =/ovc (12J !      ■or'"    r'o" 

Equation (12) is universally used for the calculation of the stress pro- 

duced in an elastic jody when hit by an impact body having a velocity v0. 

It appears that Eq.   (11) replaces Eo.   (12) in the case of a deformation be- 

yond the elastic limit.    If the stress remains within the elastic limit, there 

are two regions: for x < ct, <r'/ov cj and for x > et, cr ■ 0.    In the case of 

plastic deformation, there are two fronts.    Beyond the front of the elastic 

wave, o" = 0; between the fronts of the elastic and plastic waves, q_ increases 

gradually from f«o to a maximum value, «""o-iJ and behind the front of the 

plastic wave, or has the constant value o"1} corresponding to a total strain 

£]_ ~ elastic plus permanent ~ where Ei is given by Eq.   (11). 

For most     iterials der /dt approaches zero for large values of £, ai;i at 

some particular value of £_, the material breaks.    Honce the integral consti- 

tuting the right-hand number of Eq.   (11) has a maximum value, and one obtains 
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a critical value t? the velocity v0.   '  It can be expected that an impact 

with a velocity larger than v0 will cause an instantaneous breakdown of the 

material. 

At the suggestion of the author, Dr. Pol E. Duwez has carried out cer- 

tain experiments on the propagation of the permanent set in a copper wire, 

with the object of checking the assumptions of this simple theory.    The re- 
2/ suits he has obtained thus far seem to confirm the theory.—' 

It is believed that the method presented in this paper opens the way 

to a systematic interpretation of a large number of impact and penetration 

problems in which plastic deformations of beams, plates, armor; and so forth, 

are involved.    It is also believed that the theory will reveal the relation 

between the behavior of the material at the yield poi.:t and the discontinu- 

ities observed in the plastic deformation of certain materials. 

. <-••••■ 

2/   The results are described in MDKC Report k-2\\h  (0883 No. 3207). 
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